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Figure 1.1 Factors Affecting the Impacts of Welfare Reform Programs
Context
Labor market conditions
Characteristics of the welfare population
Characteristics of welfare and other transfer programs
Characteristics of the tax system
Community employment, training, and education
programs
Community support services

Background pattern of welfare, work, and other behavior

Behavior of
controls (outcomes)

Behavior of experimentals (outcomes)

Welfare reform
intervention
Funding
Target population
Program model
• Components
• Incentives
• Rules
• Support services
Program implementation
• Message
• Case management
• Mandatoriness
• Recruitment

Impacts
Difference between outcomes
for experimentals
and controls

Source: Authors’ adaptation based on Gueron and Pauly (1991, figure 2.1).

and one receiving no special attention (the control group). If well implemented (an extremely big “if ” that we return to repeatedly in later chapters),
any subsequent difference in behavior among the people in the different
groups (behavior that can affect a program’s benefits and costs) can be attributed to the treatment to which each group is exposed. Figure 1.1 sketches out
the types of environmental or personal factors controlled for in this conceptually simple way.
An alternative way of explaining the concept of random assignment is to
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Table 2.1  Timeline of the National Supported Work Demonstration and
Related Events
Date
January 1974
June 1974
August 1974
October 1974
March 1975
1975–1981
1980
November 1980

Event
Six-member advisory committee first meets
Creation of Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation
(MDRC)
MDRC selects Mathematica Policy Research to conduct
impact and benefit-cost analysis
Grinker becomes first president of MDRC
Start of program operations
Publication of reports on implementation and impacts
Publication of MDRC’s summary book on Supported Work
demonstration
Ronald Reagan elected president

Source: Author’s compilation.

put-down, bluff, poker face, and hanging tough—negotiated and then enforced every contract as if each penny of the funders’ resources came from his
own pocket. His unparalleled keep-them-guessing style left the other party at
the least not knowing what to expect and at the most incensed. A few weeks
into the job (I was hired in December 1974), after I had been part of such a
negotiation, the lead person at one of our subcontractors asked me how I
could work for that SOB. I remember thinking that Grinker was not (or was
not only) the bully my questioner perceived him to be but might instead (or
also) have been covering my back by playing the bad cop—so I could play the
good cop and hide behind the statement that “Grinker won’t budge.”19
But there was another side to Grinker, the one that made me ask—again
during those first weeks, when we were in decrepit offices dispersing millions
of dollars while trying not to be the odd person out in the musical-chairs
game on seats that were too few, did not match, and often had no backs—
“What is it about this guy that could make such a tacky operation seem like
the most important event in the country?” Through a combination of intimidation, sarcasm, and inspiration, Grinker garnered exceptional loyalty and
hard work from MDRC staff, who might have feared his words but viewed
him as a brilliant craftsman and original thinker, decisive and strategic leader,
demanding perfectionist and tireless line-by-line reviewer, remarkable master
of both the big picture and the detail, and an iconoclastic manager who re-
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Table 2.2  Percentage Employed Some Time Between Nineteenth and
Twenty-Seventh Month after Random Assignment in
Supported Work
Target group
AFDC recipients
Former addicts
Former offenders
Youth

Program group
49.1
56.5
56.5
62.6

Control group
40.6
53.0
53.3
62.6

Difference
8.5**
3.5
3.2
0.0

Source: Author’s compilation based on MDRC Board of Directors (1980, tables 9-1, 9-2, 9-3,
and 9-4).
**Statistically significant at the 5 percent level.

The key reason Supported Work did not work for men (that is, did not
have a positive net impact) was not that men in the program did not go on to
get unsubsidized jobs (in fact, men were more likely to find jobs than the
AFDC women) but that men in the control group got jobs just as quickly,
sometimes using other programs in the community but often on their own.
Table 2.2 shows how this worked. The outcome data in column 1 provide
some support for our initial (mistaken) hunch that the program would be
least successful with AFDC women. Between the nineteenth and twentyseventh months after random assignment, when almost all people had left
their Supported Work jobs, the former addicts, former offenders, and youth
who had been enrolled in the program were somewhat more likely than the
AFDC women to be working. For example, 56.5 percent of former offenders
worked at some point during these nine months, compared with only 49.1
percent of AFDC mothers (column 1). However, data for the control group
(column 2) tell us that these men would have gotten jobs just about as frequently without the program, whereas the women would not have. Thus Supported Work succeeded with AFDC women not because the participants did
so well (as measured by outcomes) but because the corresponding controls
(without program aid) did so poorly. This result—higher impacts for the most
disadvantaged—also occurred within all four target groups.
The implication was clear: anyone judging the program using typical outcome-type performance measures would have reached the incorrect conclusion that the program succeeded with the three primarily male groups as
much as or more than with the AFDC women (depending on the outcome
measure).45 This phenomenon reflects Solow’s point that the main influences
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Table 3.1  Timeline of the WIN Labs and Related Events
Date
Spring 1977
November 1978
1980–1983
October 1980
January 1981
1981

Event
Department of Labor invites MDRC to oversee the WIN
Labs and approves planning proposal
Random assignment begins in Louisville study of individual
job search
MDRC publishes findings on individual job search
experiment
Random assignment begins in Louisville study of group job
search (job clubs)
Ronald Reagan inaugurated
Reagan administration begins to close down the WIN labs

Source: Author’s compilation.

tion programs, a staff of some hundred people, and oversight of about $340
million in demonstration and research funds. Table 3.1 gives a timeline of
events.
Although our Supported Work experience was directly relevant to many of
the management challenges in WIN Labs, the vision of partnering with operating public agencies was new. Moreover, Hans extended this to the research,
where he envisioned ongoing links between individual labs and local universities. MDRC followed this in three of the four sites but decided to have an
in-house team, led by Barbara Goldman, conduct all aspects of the research
at the fourth site, Louisville, Kentucky. (Goldman, an economist hired to
oversee research for the WIN Labs project, wanted to do—not just manage—
research, and we concurred that having her in this role would deepen our
knowledge of WIN and issues that might arise in the other sites.) This break
from our prior strategy of subcontracting the impact and cost-benefit studies
(made for personnel and substantive reasons) had important repercussions
(see chapter 4), providing us with in-house expertise that would serve us well
in the harsh climate of the 1980s.
WHY RANDOM ASSIGNMENT?
Hans mirrored Mike Sviridoff not only in his role as social entrepreneur but
also in his focus on the big picture rather than the specifics of research methodology. As Gordon Berlin recalls, Hans saw the laboratories as a way to develop and get good evidence about more effective ways to deliver services, to
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Table 4.1  Timeline of the Work/Welfare Demonstration and
Related Events
Date
November 1980
May 1981
August 1981
October 1981
October and
November 1981
May 1982
July 1982
1982–1984
1984–1988
August 1986
1986–1987
October 1988

Event
Ronald Reagan elected president
MDRC lays off 45 percent of staff
Congress passes Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
(OBRA)
HHS cancels planned federal study of OBRA changes
Grinker announces resignation; Nathan replaces Ginzberg
as MDRC board chair
MDRC submits proposal to Ford Foundation for challenge
grant to fund Work/Welfare demonstration
Blum becomes president of MDRC
Eight states sign on
MDRC publishes interim and final state reports
Gueron becomes president of MDRC
MDRC and Ford publish synthesis monographs
Reagan signs Family Support Act

Source: Author’s compilation.

as the opening for an independent, Ford-sponsored initiative. The resulting
Demonstration of State Work/Welfare Initiatives (the Work/Welfare demonstration) has been called “a watershed in social experimentation” (Greenberg,
Linksz, and Mandell 2003, 214). Unprecedented in scale and structure, the
project ultimately included tens of thousands of welfare families in eight separate experiments in multiple offices in a representative group of states (see
timeline in table 4.1). Each state tested its own distinct variation on the welfare-to-work theme, but all were subject to the same research design and, in
some form, had to come up with evaluation money.
Summing up the effect of HHS’s decision not to evaluate OBRA, Michael
Wiseman (1991, 658–59) notes that the result was the opposite of what was
intended. Instead of stifling inquiry, it stimulated research that had a larger
impact because it was
not tainted by federal government sponsorship. . . . The administration of
then-Governor Reagan never encouraged a significant evaluation of the Cali-

Table 4.2  Key Characteristics of Projects in the Work/Welfare Demonstration
Location and program

Model

Study area

Arkansas WORK
program

Mandatory. Job search workshop
followed by individual job
search and twelve weeks of
unpaid work experience

Two of seventy-five
counties (includes
Little Rock)

AFDC applicants and
recipients with children
aged three or older

1,153

Baltimore Options
program

Mandatory. Choice of individual
or group job search, thirteen
weeks of unpaid work
experience, education, job skills
training, on-the-job training

Ten of eighteen
welfare offices

AFDC applicants and
recipients with children
aged six or older
AFDC-UP applicants and
recipients with children of
any age

2,823

Mandatory. Two programs:
individual job search, and
individual job search followed
by thirteen weeks of unpaid
work experience

Countywide (includes Chicago)

Cook County WIN
demonstration

Target group

AFDC applicants and
recipients with children
aged six or older

Sample size

349

11,912

San Diego Job Search
and Work Experience
demonstration

Mandatory. Two programs: job
search workshop and job search
workshop followed by thirteen
weeks of unpaid work
experience

Countywide

AFDC applicants with
children aged six or older
AFDC-UP applicants with
children of any age

3,591

Virginia Employment
Services program

Mandatory. Individual or group
job search followed by thirteen
weeks of unpaid work
experience

Eleven of 124 local
welfare agencies
representing the
statewide program

AFDC applicants and
recipients with children
aged six or older

3,149

West Virginia Community Work Experience
Program

Mandatory. Unpaid work
experience of unlimited
duration

Nine of twenty-seven
administrative areas

AFDC applicants and
recipients with children
aged six or older

3,695

Maine Training Oppor
tunities in the Private
Sector program

Voluntary. Employability
training, twelve weeks of unpaid
work experience, and on-the-job
training funded by grant
diversion

Statewide

AFDC recipients on welfare
for at least six months with
children of any age

New Jersey Grant
Diversion program

Voluntary. On-the-job training
funded by grant diversion

Nine of twenty-one
counties

AFDC recipients over the
age of eighteen with
children of any age

Source: Author’s adaptation, based on Gueron 1987, Table 1, and Gueron and Pauly 1991, Table 3.1.

3,406

456

1,943
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Table 5.1  Institutional Home of Howard Rolston Within HHS,
1978 to 2004
Date
1978–1980
1980–1986

1986–1991
1991–1995
1995–2004

Event
Welfare Reform Planning Group, Social Security Administration
Office of Family Assistance, Social Security Administration
 —State Data and Program Characteristics Branch, 1980–1981
—Division of Research, Evaluation, and Statistics, 1981–1985
—Office of Policy and Evaluation, 1985–1986
Office of Policy and Evaluation, Family Support Administration
Office of Policy and Evaluation, Administration for Children and
Families
Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation, Administration for
Children and Families

Source: Author’s compilation.

the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE).
When the Reagan administration took over, the new negative attitude toward
policy research led fairly quickly to the radical reduction (through layoffs and
resignations) of much of the staff (in the Department of Labor as well as
ASPE) who had fostered and learned from these experiments.
In this chapter, I relate how the events described in chapter 4 appeared
from inside the Reagan administration. I write from the vantage point of a
career civil servant who was relatively insulated from the firestorm Judy describes and was lucky enough to play a growing role as part of a cadre of both
career and political appointees who worked together over many years to make
random assignment the standard for policy and program evaluation. Table 5.1
sketches the chronology of my major moves within HHS over my two and a
half decades there.
By 1980 I was already at HHS, tucked away in a small corner of the Social
Security Administration (SSA), the Office of Family Assistance (OFA), whose
main responsibility was operating the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program at the federal level. Although these earlier experiments
were known in OFA, and to me, certainly no expertise existed there in the
design or management of social experiments.
By the end of the 1980s, however, much would be changed. My office (by
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Table 5.2  Timeline of the Rebuilding of HHS Research Capacity and
Related Events
Date
June 1981
August 1981
October 1981
May 1982
July 1982
Fall 1982
December 1982
Spring 1983
May 1983
June 1984
April 1986
May 1986

Event
First CWEP request for proposals issued
OBRA becomes law
First CWEP request for proposals canceled
Second CWEP request for proposals issued
MDRC briefs OFA on Work/Welfare demonstration
All-day briefing at MDRC on Work/Welfare demonstration
Research authorities and budgets transferred to OFA
Jo Anne Barnhart becomes associate commissioner for family
assistance
Grant diversion request for proposals issued
Saturation Work request for proposals issued
Family Support Administration is created, with Wayne
Stanton as its assistant secretary
Teen Parent demonstration request for proposals issued

Source: Author’s compilation.

that time I was in the Office of Policy and Evaluation in the Family Support
Administration, since a reorganization had taken place in HHS) would include a staff with substantial experience designing, initiating, managing, and
partnering with other organizations on large-scale social experiments. By the
end of the 1990s my office—now in the Office of Planning, Research, and
Evaluation in the Administration for Children and Families (ACF), through
yet another reorganization at HHS—would be the leading force for social
experiments in the federal government, having designed, initiated, funded,
and overseen dozens of experiments, primarily in welfare policy.
This chapter relates the early part of this story. It describes how my office
and I became involved with experiments and how our capacity grew. We made
significant mistakes in the process, but we also learned how to do things more
effectively and take on bigger and more important projects. It is paradoxical
that this new policy research capacity should have begun to grow during the
very period when the Reagan administration was radically reducing the strong
capacity that had been built in the 1970s in ASPE, another part of the same
federal department (see table 5.2 for the timeline of rebuilding HHS research
capacity).
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Figure 6.1  Trends in Average Quarterly Employment Rates and AFDC
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Source: Author’s compilation based on Gueron and Pauly (1991, figures 4.4 and 4.6).

since the same is true for people in the control groups, Arkansas had the larger
long-term impacts.
LESSONS ABOUT RESEARCH METHODS
David Greenberg, Donna Linksz, and Marvin Mandell (2003) conclude that
the overall success of the Work/Welfare demonstration in producing superior
information in a new and challenging context (state control, mandatory programs, regular offices) influenced the shape of subsequent social experiments.
It also taught us a great deal about three specific methods issues.
Random Assignment in Welfare Offices
We had already conducted random assignment for AFDC (Aid to Families
with Dependent Children) recipients in Work Incentive (WIN) offices (see
chapter 3). The Work/Welfare demonstration broke new ground in conducting random assignment when people were applying for welfare.
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Table 7.1  Timeline of the Welfare Waiver Story and Related Events
Date
July 1985
February 1987
February 1987
July 1987
August 1987
September 1987
November 1987
April 1989
February 1992
April 1992
February 1993
August 1996

Event
HHS offers North Carolina waivers for random
assignment
Reagan administration budget proposes waiver authority
for a number of low-income programs
Wisconsin governor Tommy Thompson meets with HHS
secretary Otis Bowen to describe upcoming waiver
request
President Reagan creates ILIOAB
OMB proposes randomly assigned cost control group
HHS approves New Jersey demonstration without random
assignment
ILIOAB adopts guidelines with random assignment as the
preferred design
President George H. W. Bush creates the LIOB and directs
it to provide substantial deference to state requests for
nonrandom assignment designs
Bush administration budget announces states as
laboratories initiative
Wisconsin governor Tommy Thompson agrees to random
assignment for Bridefare
President Bill Clinton tells governors of his support for
waiver flexibility
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
becomes law, rendering waivers irrelevant

Source: Author’s compilation.

In the process, federal officials gradually changed the waiver approval standard
to one that focused primarily on holding the federal cost of state-initiated
reform initiatives no higher than a ceiling—which they eventually decided to
enforce by requiring inclusion of random assignment evaluations, using the
control group experience to establish the cost cap (see table 7.1 for the major
events in the welfare waiver story).
THE FIRST SKIRMISH
On April 19, 1985, less than three months into the second Reagan administration, the governor of North Carolina, James G. Martin, sent a letter to
HHS secretary Margaret Heckler requesting a waiver of the state Aid to Fam-

Table 8.1  MDRC Welfare Experiments, by Priority Question, 1986 to 2000
Welfare-to-Work Programs
Emphasizing
Basic Education

Universal or
Including Mothers
of Small Children

California GAIN2
Florida PI2
HHS JOBS evaluation2
Los Angeles Jobs-First
GAIN
Source: Author’s compilation.
1
Homegrown demonstrations in multiple sites.
2
Focus of chapters 8, 9, or 10.

Learnfare,
Teen Mothers
Ohio LEAP, New
Chance1

Financial
Work
Incentives
MFIP2
New Hope2
Canada SSP2

Noncustodial
Fathers

Time Limits
on Welfare

Parents’ Fair
Share1

Vermont Welfare
Restructuring Project
Florida Family
Restructuring Program
Connecticut Jobs First
Program
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Table 8.2  Timeline of California GAIN Evaluation and Related Events
Date
1982–1988
1984–1988
1985–1989
September 1985
January 1986
1987–1991
March 1988
October 1988
1989
1992–1994
July 1996
August 1996

Event
MDRC’s Work/Welfare demonstration, includes first San
Diego random assignment study
MDRC shares results from San Diego and other sites
San Diego SWIM experiment
California passes GAIN legislation
MDRC begins GAIN evaluation
MDRC publishes GAIN implementation and participation
findings
Random assignment starts in first GAIN county
President Reagan signs Family Support Act establishing
JOBS program
GAIN becomes largest state JOBS program
MDRC publishes GAIN impact and benefit-cost findings
MDRC publishes working paper on five-year GAIN impacts
President Clinton signs PRWORA, replacing AFDC
entitlement with TANF block grants to states, tougher work
requirements, and a lifetime five-year limit on federal
assistance

Source: Author’s compilation.

Williams attributes his conviction both to his training in experimental
psychology and to having seen Senator Moynihan change his opinion on a
guaranteed annual income when confronted with findings from the Seattle-
Denver income maintenance experiment. Another factor was Williams’s earlier work in Massachusetts, where he had witnessed firsthand the contradictory nonexperimental evaluations of Employment and Training Choices,
something he wanted to avoid in the GAIN evaluation. History may have also
played another role. For those legislative staff who had followed the two San
Diego experiments (see timeline in table 8.2), the problem-free implementation of random assignment had defanged the dragon by making the method
almost familiar.
Williams took the next step and suggested that the state engage MDRC.
His logic was straightforward. He wanted a broad-ranging and scientific evaluation. He had read the San Diego reports, thought they did not look preprogrammed to come out a certain way, and considered MDRC the premier research firm in the area. As he puts it in retrospect,
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Table 8.3  GAIN’s Impact on Average Earnings of Single Mothers
Country and subgroup
Riverside
Do not need education
Need education
San Diego
All six counties

GAIN
group ($)

Control
group ($)

Difference
($)

Percentage
change

16,974
24,046
12,307
18,193
15,067

11,936
18,121
7,797
15,318
12,215

5,038***
5,924***
4,510***
2,875***
2,853***

42
33
58
19
23

Source: Author’s compilation based on Freedman et al. (1996, tables 1, 2, and 3).
Note: Data are average total earnings of single mothers in the five years following random assignment. Averages include zero values for women who were not employed.
***Statistically significant at the 1 percent level.

SDSS had anticipated that counties would take different approaches, we had
collected extensive quantitative and qualitative data describing how the program was implemented and managed, which Riccio and his colleagues used
to systematically test different theories about what approaches worked best.
Through this, they identified a range of practices not found in other counties
that they concluded may have contributed to Riverside’s broad success: a
strong and pervasive message that encouraged all participants (even those
deemed to be in need of basic education and even those in education or
training programs) to get a job quickly; heavy reliance on job clubs but also
substantial use of basic education (what came to be called a work-focused,
mixed-services strategy); special staff to help people find jobs; adequate resources and a commitment to enforce the participation requirement for all
people required to be in GAIN; and a cost-conscious and outcome-focused
management style.43
What we learned about Riverside surprised us. As Riccio (1997, 249) has
noted, “Like many people following the welfare reform debates, we didn’t
think the Riverside approach, which gave less emphasis to education and
training, would be the one that performed better. But, that’s what we found,
and it changed opinions.”44 The experience reminded us of what we had discovered long before in Supported Work: programs that feel and look the best
do not necessarily do the best.
We knew that the Riverside story—with its counterintuitive findings along
a key liberal-conservative fault line—would be a big deal. We were confident
of our estimates for each county, because these were based on random assign-
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Table 8.4  Timeline of Florida Project Independence Evaluation and
Related Events
Date
June 1987
May 1988
October 1988
September 1989
October 1989
January 24, 1990
February 11, 1990
February 12, 1990
March 7, 1990
April 1995

Event
Florida legislature creates Project Independence
Ford Foundation awards MDRC second welfare challenge
grant
President Reagan signs Family Support Act, creating JOBS
program
HHS selects MDRC to evaluate the JOBS program
MDRC starts Project Independence evaluation
Florida assemblyman proposes ban on control group
research
Texas newspaper condemns HHS random assignment study
HHS secretary halts Texas study
Florida legislature lets random assignment study proceed
MDRC publishes final Project Independence impact and
benefit-cost report

Source: Author’s compilation.

research method they believed in. It also reveals how, even in the pre-Internet
era, a flare-up from a state could ricochet, pointing to the need for constant
vigilance about the ethics and politics of research. Finally, it is an opportunity
to pay tribute to officials who, in the face of criticism that could wither the
strongest spirit, persevered in supporting random assignment.
Between 1984 and 1988, MDRC had conducted the outreach, described
in chapter 6, that introduced a wide array of policy makers and advocates to
the credibility of random assignment studies. These then became a reference
point in congressional debate about welfare reform. In May 1988 the Ford
Foundation awarded us a second challenge grant to address some of the major
unanswered questions on welfare reform and provide technical assistance to
states (see table 8.4). Later that year, Congress passed FSA, which created the
JOBS program that expanded and restructured welfare-to-work programs to
emphasize education and training and required parents with preschool-age
children to participate. To accommodate this, and because mandates for
mothers with younger children were controversial, FSA directed states to provide child care to participants and extended transitional child care and Medicaid coverage to those leaving welfare for employment.61 In September 1989,
HHS selected MDRC to conduct the random assignment evaluation of JOBS
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Table 9.1  Timeline of JOBS Evaluation Design Planning and
Related Events
Date
October 1988
March 1989
June 1989
September 1989
Fall 1989 through the
end of 1990
November 9–10, 1989
March 1990
June 1995
December 2001

Event
Family Support Act signed
Decision memorandum recommends initiating the
JOBS evaluation
Request for proposals issued
Contract awarded to MDRC
Postaward redesign period
National Academy of Sciences meeting
Contract modified to include JOBS Child Impact study
First impact report on three labor force–human capital
sites issued
Final report issued

Source: Author’s compilation.

JOBS evaluations were particularly important. The JOBS evaluation marked
major steps forward both in experimental evaluation of employment programs for low-income parents and in how the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) conducted these evaluations. These steps included
not only the substance of what was evaluated but also the research design for
the evaluation and advances in measurement.
In this chapter I describe the origins of the JOBS evaluation, how it came
to have its central design features, as well as how these features represented
advances over previous research on welfare policy. The JOBS evaluation originated in a series of events that played out over a period of roughly a year and
a half and involved typical choices that need to be carefully addressed to
conduct rigorous and policy-useful evaluation. (See table 9.1 for the timeline
of major events.) Recruiting the sites and implementing the study design were
not without problems, but the main story here is of the hard but exciting
work of building a strong study design.
THE REQUIRED STUDY THAT WAS NOT REQUIRED
Section 203(c)(2) of the Family Support Act (FSA) directed the secretary of
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to conduct a study of
the relative effectiveness of different approaches to operating the JOBS program in reducing long-term dependency. The study was to be an evaluation
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Table 10.1  Timeline of Earnings Supplement Experiments and
Related Events
Date
June 1991
December 1991
September 1992
November 1992
November 1992
1993
1993
1995–2003
1995–2005
August 1996
1999
2001–2002

Event
Canadian government invites MDRC to help set up
and test the Self-Sufficiency Project (SSP)
Social Research and Demonstration Corporation
(SRDC) created
Ford Foundation approves third welfare challenge grant
Bill Clinton elected president
SSP operations begin
Minnesota (MFIP) and New Hope studies begin
Congress substantially increases EITC
SRDC publishes results on SSP
MDRC publishes results on MFIP and New Hope
President Clinton signs Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA)
MDRC launches the Next Generation collaboration to
synthesize child and family impacts
MDRC publishes reports and briefs from Next
Generation collaboration

Source: Author’s compilation.

The Canadian Self-Sufficiency Project
Our first opportunity to get answers came from an unexpected source. In
June 1991 the Canadian government—in the form of Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC), at the time Canada’s counterpart to the U.S.
Departments of Labor and Health and Human Services combined—approached us with an invitation to help design and conduct a large demonstration of a work-based alternative to welfare: an extremely generous, temporary earnings supplement for long-term welfare recipients that HRDC
hoped would reduce poverty and promote self-sufficiency, called the Self-
Sufficiency Project (SSP). From the outset, they made it clear that they
wanted to use random assignment and had the money (their initial estimate
was C$50 million for eight years) to pay for a 1970s-style demonstration,
including the full freight for operations, research, and subsidy payments.
They also said that they came to us only because they lacked the in-country
expertise and saw MDRC as the sole firm that could handle this assignment,
but that turning to a U.S. firm was politically dicey and their explicit goal
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Table 10.2  Trade-Off in Benefits from Two Reform Strategies
Goal

Earnings
supplement

Reduces poverty
Benefits young children
Increases work
Saves money

Yes
Yes
Usually yes
No

Reduces welfare

Depends on design

Welfare-to-work
mandate
Usually no; at best, small
No
Yes
Often yes, but depends
on design
Yes

Source: Author’s compilation.

Affecting Policy
The link between research and policy is complex and murky at best. Nonetheless, our experience suggests actions that can increase the probability that
experiments will be successful in informing policymakers.
The Experiments Had Direct and Indirect Effects on Policy Many people
stated that the welfare-to-work experiments changed conventional wisdom
and actual policy. In particular, the findings that states could design and run
effective programs that could save money and (from GAIN and the JOBS
evaluation) that work-focused, mixed-service programs that included job
search could have larger and more pervasive impacts than other alternatives,
including programs that emphasized basic education, directly influenced the
language of PRWORA and the design of state welfare-to-work programs. In
contrast, the evidence that well-designed earnings supplements could boost
income and help young children without cutting work effort seemed to have
a more indirect effect—by contributing to a view that, once welfare ended,
the new work-based safety net should not only require but also reward work
and to a broader interest in using financial incentives to affect other types of
behavior.
Methodology, Presentation, and Marketing Mattered The experiments offered scientific evidence replicated across multiple and diverse settings that
reform could make a difference. But Supported Work had convinced us that
evidence alone would not carry the day. If we wanted to change accepted
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Table 11.1  Timeline of the Post-TANF Story and Related Events
Date
April 1993
June 1996
August 1996
November 1996
November 1996
September 1997
November 1998
September 1999
September 2001
March 2004
April 2010
March 2012

Event
Decision to initiate the Post-Employment Services
demonstration
Initiation of Project to Evaluate Child Impacts of State Waiver
Policies
TANF replaces AFDC
ACF Announces Funding to Continue State Waiver
Evaluations
First meeting of states and evaluators to design Child Impact
study measures
Five states awarded funds to measure child impacts in random
assignment waiver evaluations
First meeting with states to plan Employment Retention and
Advancement project
Contract awarded to MDRC for Employment Retention and
Advancement demonstration
Contract awarded to MDRC for Enhanced Services for the
Hard-to-Employ demonstration
Final Five-State Child Impact study report issued
Final Employment Retention and Advancement
demonstration report issued
Final Hard-to-Employ demonstration report issued

Source: Author’s compilation.

ing welfare dependency that led to the Teen Parent demonstration. That
study was based on the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, a longitudinal
survey that began collecting extensive data on a representative set of families
in 1968 regarding their total annual income and its sources, including income from AFDC. The study had one major limitation for studying welfare
dynamics, however: it collected only annual income measures.5 Since AFDC
eligibility was determined monthly, this constraint prevented the Bane-
Ellwood analysis from capturing either very brief spells or exits and reentries
that may have occurred within a given year.
By the early 1990s, the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY)
had collected about a decade of income data on a monthly basis. Since the
original study design was a representative sample of youth aged 14 to 22 in
1979, later NLSY waves were not nationally representative of all adults. But
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Table 11.2   Six Major Features of AFDC and TANF
Substantive area

AFDC

Definition of family unit Highly prescriptive
and how income and
federal rules
resources affect eligibility
and benefits
Individual receipt of
Indefinite individual
benefits
entitlement to benefits

Federal and state funding

Work requirements on
states

State entitlement with
federal funds matching
state dollars on an openended basis
Modest participation rate
standards with flexible
activities

Existing waiver
demonstrations

States required to comply
with terms and
conditions, including
evaluation (usually
random assignment)

Research funding

State evaluation costs
matched 50-50 with
federal dollars

TANF
State determined, except
for requirement that
family include a minor
child
No individual
entitlement; federal
benefits limited to five
years (with 20 percent
exception for state)
State entitlement to a
fixed block grant and
requirement for state
maintenance of effort
Higher participation rate
standards with
narrower list of
countable activities
State able to temporarily
continue policies even
where inconsistent with
TANF with no
evaluation requirement
(section 415)
Federal research funding
of $15 million annually
(section 413)

Source: Author’s compilation.

The main asset we had was section 413 and the $15 million it provided
annually for research. Welfare reform research and evaluation had strong supporters on the staff of the two key authorizing committees, Ron Haskins at
House Ways and Means and Margaret Malone at Senate Finance. Both believed it was vital that the new reforms be evaluated; they were also aware that
the appropriations committees had eliminated my office’s funding source for
welfare evaluation initiatives. Committee staff often seek technical assistance
from staff in the executive branch and from outside experts, and Judy and I
were able to provide such input into the language that the authorizing com-

